The medial forebrain bundle of the rat. II. An autoradiographic study of the topography of the major descending and ascending components.
The medial forebrain bundle (MFB) is a complex fiber system that courses through and partly arises and partly terminates within the lateral preoptic and lateral hypothalamic areas. It consists mainly of thin fibers and may be comprised of as many as 50 descending and ascending components of varying lengths and of different origins and/or destinations (Nieuwenhuys et al., '82). With the aid of an an atlas of the MFB and the surrounding brain areas in the rat presented in the preceding paper (Nieuwenhuys et al., '82), the position and topographic relationships of some 21 components of the bundle have been analyzed in detail, in brains that had been prepared for autoradiography following injections of tritiated amino acids into a number of structures that are known to contribute fibers to the MFB. From this analysis it is clear that most of the labeled components occupy specific and rather constant positions within the MFB. For example, the ascending components are largely confined to the dorsal half of the bundle; those arising from the medial preoptic area and the various hypothalamic nuclei are distributed rather diffusely over much of the MFB; and the descending components that arise from the olfactory tubercle and the magnocellular preoptic nucleus are confined to restricted parts of the bundle. These findings indicate that the neurons which occupy different parts of the lateral hypothalamic area probably receive distinctive inputs, and to a first approximation these are likely to be determined principally by their position within the MFB.